
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Learning objective: we are learning how products are manufactured. 
 
Success criteria: 
 I can describe how a product can be made from flat materials. 
 I can make a product using those methods. 
 I can identify advantages and disadvantages of this type of manufacturing.  

 
Resources in the box from WMG 
This lesson plan 
7 flat-packed products  
 
Online resource from WMG 
Open the presentation here:  
https://warwick.ac.uk/wmgoutreach/resources/flatpack 
 

Resources the school needs to provide 
Paper 
Rulers 
Pencils 
Scissors 
Thick card 
Decorative resources, e.g. tissue paper, 
pompoms, glue  
Optional: protractors or set squares 
 

Time Input/activity Resources 

20-30 
minutes 

[Slide 2] Introduce the learning objective. 
 
Put one envelope on each group’s table. (There may be spares you don’t need, or you 
might want to reduce the size of each group and create an additional group.)  
 
[Slide 3] Ask the children to take the parts out of the envelope and construct the 
product. Once they have done this, they can disassemble it and put the parts back in the 
envelope.  
 
Each group should then pass their envelope on to the next group and do the same 
(assemble and disassemble). Continue passing the envelopes round until each group has 
tried each product, if you have time.  
 
[Slides 4-9] Discuss how the products are designed for assembly. E.g. How are the pieces 
held together? What stops them from falling apart? How did you know where to put 
each piece? How is it designed to be stable? Why doesn’t it fall over? 
 
[Slide 10] Explain that a laser cutter uses a beam of light that burns through wood, or 
melts plastic. (Imagine a torch that heats up while it is turned on. A laser is bit like a torch 
in which the light is concentrated into a very thin, very bright beam which gets extremely 
hot.) A designer draws out a design on the computer, which then instructs the laser 
cutter to cut out the design. Click on the picture at the bottom left to play a short video 
of a laser cutter.  
 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of laser cutting? 
 
Some advantages: A robot does the cutting for you. You can cut fine details and internal 
holes. It is fast. Using a robot (the laser cutter) means you can make lots of identical 
products, which would be very difficult to do by hand.  
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Some disadvantages: lasers are dangerous, e.g. they can blind you, and so you have to 
use the machine very carefully. It produces smoke when it burns things. You can’t use it 
with all materials, as some types of plastic produce toxic gases when they are heated up.  
[Slide 11] Discuss where the children might have seen flat-packed products, and 
examples of flat-packed products.  
 
[Slide 12] Discuss advantages and disadvantages of flat packing.  
E.g. It saves space for transport and storage for the manufacturer & seller, which is 
cheaper and more environmentally friendly.   
Customers construct the products themselves. What could be the advantages and 
disadvantages of this? 
Parts can be used in different combinations, e.g. different table tops or seats could go 
with the same sets of legs. What are the advantages of this to the manufacturer and the 
consumer? 
 

10 
minutes 

Introducing the task 
 
[Slides 13-14] Explain: now you’re going to make your own product using similar 
methods. You are going to make a Christmas tree (or other decorative object according 
to teacher/pupil preference) for display in the classroom/hall/home. Users should be 
able to take it apart and re-assemble it, like the examples you looked at, so you can’t use 
glue or tape.  
 
You will have a ruler, a pencil, scissors and card. (Later on you will get decorative 
resources, e.g. pompoms and sequins.) 
 
Discussion 
[Slides 15-20] Thinking about how the products you looked at were constructed, how 
could you create a stable tree?  
What do you need to think about when cutting slots? 

- The use of right angles (how could you check this?) 
- The width of slots 
- Straight lines 
- Wide base  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10-20 
minutes 

Designing 
 
[Slide 21] Give the children time to draw design ideas and look again at examples.  
 

Paper 

30-40 
minutes 

Making 
 
[Slide 22] Children make their trees or other decorations with ruler, pencil, scissors, card, 
decorations. Optional: protractor, set square, or use the corner of something else to 
check for right angles.  
 
Children should test the stability of their product and whether it can be easily assembled 
and re-assembled. Do they need to number the slots to help someone else assemble it? 

Rulers, 
pencils, 
scissors, 
card 
 
Protractor 
or set 
square, 
decorations 

10 
minutes 

 

Testing & Evaluation  
 
[Slide 23] If the products are dry, the children can swap them around to try assembling 
and disassembling each other’s.  
Evaluate and discuss: What is good about your product? How could it be better? 
 
Share your photos with us: @wmgwarwick #WMGoutreach 
Find our other resources and opportunities on www.warwick.ac.uk/wmg/outreach 
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